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The thin beam model of an axis-encircling relativistic electron beam in a uniform, constant, 
external magnetic field in a cylindrical waveguide is used to develop a unified theory of the 
various interactions of such a beam with the electromagnetic field. The model includes the 
gyrotron interaction (longitudinal displacement of the beam) and the peniotron interaction 
(transverse displacement of the beam). Space-charge effects are included. The resulting self- 
fields influence the boundary conditions of the perturbed electromagnetic field across the 
electron beam. For a beam with only azimuthal equilibrium flow and for propagation 
perpendicular to the equilibrium external magnetic field the well-known gyrotron instabilities 
are recovered. In addition, it is shown that the transverse beam modes (slow peniotron) are 
unstable for resonant interaction with the transverse electric (TE) waveguide mode. A general 
dispersion relation for propagation at any angle is derived for a beam with arbitrary energy and 
arbitrary pitch angle. This dispersion relation includes gyrotron, cyclotron autoresonance 
maser (CARM), peniotron, and harmonic autoresonant peniotron (HARP) interactions and 
the coupling between TE and transverse magnetic (TM) waveguide modes. For weak space 
charge, analytic expressions for the growth rates of the Doppler-shifted cyclotron resonance 
interaction of TE and TM modes with the gyrotron and slow peniotron modes are obtained. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A relativistic electron beam rotating in an external, 
equilibrium magnetic field is a highly active system which is 
the basis of the gyrotron. Such a beam can also support a 
number of other interactions which might impinge on the 
working conditions of a gyrotron and which are also of inter- 
est in their own right. These interactions may be divided into 
two broad classes. The first, is of course, the gyrotron inter- 
action that was discovered in 19591e3 and the second is the 
peniotron interaction that was proposed as the basis for a 
source of electromagnetic radiation4 in 1964. It is 
noteworthy that even though these two basic interactions 
were discovered at about the same time only the gyrotron 
has come to fruition as a commercial device. A summary of 
recent research (experimental and theoretical) is given in 
Granatstein and Alexeff.’ One possible reason for this is that 
the gyrotron interaction is inherently unstable, i.e., it does 
not require a resonant circuit. This point is well made, for 
example, in the work of Lau.6V7 On the other hand, the pen- 
iotron does require the presence of a resonant circuit for 
instability.8-‘0 

Both interactions couple to the electromagnetic field, by 
definition. However, the gyrotron interaction is often re- 
ferred to as a longitudinal mode since the most significant 
displacement of the electron beam is in the plane of the un- 
perturbed beam, i.e., in the azimuthal and axial directions. 
The peniotron interaction, on the other hand, is referred to 
as a transverse mode since displacement of the beam perpen- 
dicular to its unperturbed surface is a crucial element i.e., 
radial displacement. In the gyrotron field the problem is of- 
ten simplified by neglecting the radial displacement and 
boundary conditions appropriate only to a longitudinal 

mode allowed.6V7 In such analyses the peniotron interaction 
is excluded. 

An early treatment of both interactions has been given 
by Sprangle. i’ This analysis is closely related to the present 
paper in that both treat the case of a thin rotating relativistic 
electron beam. A notational difference is that Sprangle” 
refers to the gyrotron mode as synchronous and a peniotron 
mode as a cyclotron mode. A more important difference is 
that the effect of the beam space charge is included in the 
present analysis whereas it has been neglected in Ref. 11. 

In this paper we have extended the axis-encircling thin 
beam model used by Briggs and Neil’* to derive a general, 
self-consistent dispersion relation. The model is valid for ar- 
bitrary beam energy and arbitrary pitch angle. By treating 
fully the azimuthal, axial, and radial displacements, both 
gyrotron and peniotron interactions are simultaneously in- 
cluded. 

As noted by Lau6*7 and Dohler and Gallagher,13 the 
thin beam model enables the beam space charge to be includ- 
ed. The analysis is, however, limited to the case of weak 
space charge such that the effect of the self-fields on the 
equilibrium is negligible in comparison with the uniform ex- 
ternal magnetic field. Nevertheless, the self-fields do influ- 
ence the boundary conditions of the perturbed electromag- 
netic field across the electron beam where we show that all 
components of this field are discontinuous. This result has 
also been obtained in Ref. 13 from an alternative approach. 

A detailed discussion of the nonuniform equilibria of 
intense non-neutral beams has been given by Davidson et 
~1.‘~ In addition, a comprehensive survey of the effect of self- 
fields on the cyclotron maser instability is contained in the 
recent book by Davidson.15 

For zero axial wave number we demonstrate that the 
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slow peniotron mode is unstable due to resonant interaction 
with a transverse electric (TE) circuit wave. This is in con- 
trast to previous authors’2*‘6*‘7 who have stated that this 
mode is stable in the absence of a resistive wall. For arbitrary 
axial wave number and weak space charge we analyze the TE 
and transverse magnetic (TM) Doppler-shifted cyclotron 
resonance interactions with the longitudinal mode. Analytic 
solutions for the growth rates are obtained which include the 
cyclotron autoresonance maser (CAR&I) .‘*s’~ We also ob- 
tain analytic expressions for the growth rates for the TE and 
TM Doppler-shifted cyclotron resonance interactions with 
the transverse mode. This case includes the harmonic auto- 
resonant peniotron (HARP) .” For both gyrotron and pen- 
iotron interactions, the TM mode growth rates vanish when 
the axial beam velocity is equal to the group velocity of the 
circuit wave i.e., grazing incidence. This property was first 
noted by Sprangle” and later for the gyrotron interaction by 
Lau6 and Abubakirov.” 

The plan of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II the bound- 
ary conditions for the perturbed electromagnetic field at the 
electron beam are obtained. Section III is concerned with the 
special case of zero axial flow and perpendicular propaga- 
tion. The general dispersion relation is obtained in Sec. IV. 
This includes the effect of the coupling of TE and TM modes. 
The Doppler-shifted cyclotron resonance interaction of TE 
and TM modes with the gyrotron mode is discussed in Sec. 
V. Section VI discusses the corresponding interactions for 
the peniotron modes and a summary and conclusions are 
given in Sec. VII. 

Il. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS FOR A THIN BEAM 

We begin this section by defining the parameters and 
variables required to describe the thin beam model. This is 
illustrated, for example, in Refs. 6 and 7, and consists of a 
cylindrical waveguide of radius r, with an axis-encircling 
beam of radius rL . An external, uniform equilibrium mag- 
netic field is directed along the axis of the waveguide. We 
shall follow the notation of Lau6 and denote the relativistic 
cyclotron frequency by w. , 

a0 = 14Bo~~omo~ (1) 
where m, is the rest mass of the electron and y. is the relativ- 
istic factor 

y. = (1 - v&/c2 - z&/2) - “2. (2) 
The equilibrium velocity of the electron is 

. 
v. = woe + Ooz, (3) 

where i, and i, are unit vectors in the azimuthal and axial 
directions and 

voB = rLwo. (4) 
It is convenient to introduce 

P, = vo,/c, (5) 
P,, = VOJC. (6) 

We shall also require the quantities 

yL = ( 1 - fl; ) - “2, (7) 
y,, = ( 1 - /3 f ) - “2. (8) 

In the unperturbed (equilibrium) state we assume a beam 
electron to be located at rL, 6,) and z, . In the presence of a 
perturbation the electron is located at the position 

r = rL + S(@o,zo,t)i, + v(60,zo,We +x(80,zo,t)i,, 
(9) 

where i,, IO, and i, are cylindrical unit vectors at the unper- 
turbed position of the beam, and 5, 11 and x represent the 
radial, azimuthal, and axial displacement of the beam from 
its unperturbed position. The advantage of these dependent 
variables for electron beam problems and their relationship 
to other dependent variables has been discussed in detail by 
Bobroff,” who refers to them as “polarization variables,” 
Bobroff2’ has pointed out that these “polarization vari- 
ables” are particularly well suited to the problem of calculat- 
ing the perturbed surface charges and currents that are re- 
quired in order to obtain the boundary conditions at abeam- 
vacuum interface. Indeed, in the Eulerian description the 
polarization variable must be introduced in order to define 
the surface charges and currents. For a full discussion of 
these questions the reader is referred to the paper by Bo- 
broff.22 

In this paper we shall employ the thin beam model 
which has been widely used by other authors.6S7S’1-‘3*‘7 This 
model is analytically tractable because the physics of the 
relativistic electron beam arises in the motion of a surface. 
The coupling of the electron beam to the electromagnetic 
field is calculated through the boundary conditions. This 
procedure avoids the more dii?icult problem of solving the 
field equations in the inhomogeneous relativistic electron 
beam and matching the solutions to the fields outside the 
beam. As emphasized by Lau’ and Dohler and Gallagher,13 
the thin beam model allows a self-consistent treatment of the 
beam space charge to be carried out. 

The linearized equations of motion for the electron 
beam, written in “polarization” variables,22 are taken from 
the reference by Lau’ and are 

~-w~p:Yo~-Wo(“/Zo/~))il-WOPLyZgljHk 
= (dyomo 1 (4, + voe4, - ~oz4e 1, (IQ) 

ii+~o~+~4B~~~= (e7$/moYi:)(& +u,,&h (11) 

,f -i-BII&ti (ii + web = (eti/moY3)Wl, - ~oeBl,), 
(12) 

where the overdot on a polarization variable denotes 
i(w - mw, - kv,, ) and we have assumed that all perturbed 
quantities vary as exp i( wt - mi9 - kz) . 

Let us now obtain the boundary conditions that the per- 
turbed electromagnetic field must satisfy across the electron 
beam. For this we will require the perturbed surface charge 
and surface currents produced on the electron beam. Inte- 
grating the 6 and z components of Maxwell’s equation for 
VXH, yields 

H Iz+ -H,,- = -JTe, (13) 
H ‘@+ -H,e- = J;,, (141 

where the ( & ) subscripts denote the relevant field compo- 
nent just outside and just inside the electron beam and 3ss 
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and J ;, are the 8 and z components of the perturbed surface 
current. We can obtain the surface current from Bobro@* 
who gives an expression for the perturbed current in terms of 
the perturbed polarization variable r, . The current is** 

J, =po ( &r, + (v,*V)r, - (riWvo - v,Wp,r, ), > 
(15) 

where p. is the unperturbed charge density of the beam. 
Taking the limit in which the beam thickness Ar-+O, 

lim poAr = a,, (16) 
Ar-.0 

where a0 is the unperturbed surface charge density of the 
beam. In this limit we obtain the required 0 and z compo- 
nents of the perturbed surface current from Eq. ( 15 ), 

J’ 18 =Q 3-0, 
O at 0 0.9 (17) 

J;, =a,t-oovo, (18) 

Substituting Eqs. (17) and (18) into Eqs. (13) and (14) 
gives two boundary conditions. For the general case, we re- 
quire two more boundary conditions. In order to obtain 
these we follow the procedure of Briggs and Neil” who used 
the Maxwell equation VXE, = - (d/&)B, in integral 
form 

E-d1 = - itip 
s 

Hods. (19) 

First consider a contour in the (r,B) plane whose surface 
normal points in the z direction. For this case, Briggs and 
NeilI obtained the following boundary condition: 

E It)+ -E,,- =-a, (20) 
60 

In obtaining Eq. (20)) the effect of the self-field, H,,, which 
arises through the equilibrium azimuthal current, is includ- 
ed. 

The final boundary condition is obtained by applying 
Eq. ( 19) to a contour in the (r,z) plane whose surface nor- 
mal points in the 8 direction. Again following Briggs and 
Neil,” we obtain 

E Iz+ -E,,- = -a, g- (21) 
CO 

Comparing with Ref. 12 we note that Eq. (21) contains an 
extra term due to the inclusion of an unperturbed axial beam 
velocity. As for Eq. (20), the effects of the space charge of 
the beam have again been included in Eq. (2 1) through the 
equilibrium radial electric field E,, and the self-magnetic 
field Hoe that arises from the equilibrium axial beam cur- 
rent. 

A dimensionless parameter which is widely used in 
these problems6*‘*’ ‘-I3 is ~2 /wi, where LUG = ea, /E, y. m. r, , 
which gives a measure of the space charge of the beam. Lau’ 
has argued that for wf /& Q 1 the self-fields can be neglected 
compared with the external, equilibrium fields. However, 

the self-fields do contribute to the perturbed fields through 
the boundary conditions, as discussed above. 

The boundary conditions given in Eqs. ( 13 ), ( 14)) 
(17), (18), (20),and (21) areinagreement with thosede- 
rived by Dohler and Gallagher13 from a different point of 
view. These authors used a more formal procedure, express- 
ing the surface charge and surface current in terms of the 
Dirac 6 function and its derivative to show that all compo- 
nents of the perturbed electromagnetic field are discontin- 
uous across the unperturbed position of the beam. Dijhler 
and Gallagher-l3 also derived boundary conditions for the 
radial components of the perturbed electromagnetic field 
E,, and B,,. These can also be obtained from a consideration 
of the self-fields, the two divergence equations for E, and B, , 
and the expression for the surface charge, 

(f = -0, 
1 

( 

i+LA?T+& 
r, ae az > 

) 
rL 

(22) 

which can be obtained from the equation for the charge den- 
sity in polarization variables given by Bobroff.22 

III. THE DISPERSION RELATION FOR v,, ~0, k=O 

Let us discuss the special case of perpendicular propaga- 
tion and zero axial beam velocity. In doing this we will re- 
cover well-known results which will serve to illustrate the 
route to be followed in the general case, which is algebraical- 
ly complicated. We shall also point out a result for the trans- 
verse modes which to the best of the author’s knowledge has 
not been previously noted. 

For k = 0, voZ = 0, Eqs. ( 10) and ( 1 1 ), which describe 
the TE modes, decouple from Eq. ( 12)) which describes the 
TM modes. In this section we shall restrict attention to the 
TE modes. Equations ( 10) and ( 11) become 

- (~-mmw,)~~-o~~~y~~-i(w-mmw,)o~~ 

= (e/yomo 1 W,, + vod4, 1, (23) 

- (~--mmw,)~~+i(~-mm~~)~~~= (e/moy3,)Ele. 
(24) 

We follow the method described in Neil and Heckrotte” 
and Briggs and Neil” to obtain the dispersion relation from 
Eqs. (23) and (24). This is achieved by using the boundary 
conditions to express the perturbed electromagnetic field in 
terms of the beam displacement variables 6 and 7. For this 
purpose we use the two boundary conditions given by Eqs. 
(13), (17), and (20). Since k=O, vor =0 the boundary 
conditions are 

E IS+ -E,,- = -2 -*~+i~*,$ , (25) 
EO rL c2 > 

H lz+ -H,,- = -iiwcr,~. (26) 

We choose to express E,, in terms of H,,. With the aid 
of Maxwell’s equations, we find 

iup0 JH,, E,, =--, 
p2 Jr 

(27) 

wherep = w/c. It is convenient to introduce the wave admit- 
tances defined (for example) by Lau,6 
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b h+_ = f W,,+ IH;,. 1, (28) 
where 

H ;, = d H,, 
am9 

(29) 

and H,, is a solution of Bessel’s equation, 

+p*H,. - $ H,, = 0. (30) 

With the aid of Eqs. (27)-( 29) we obtain 
E IO- = (iq%/p) (HI,- /bh _ 1, 
E IC)f = ( - iwluo/p)(H,,+ lb,+ 1. 
Equation (25) can now be written as 

(31) 
(32) 

Solving Eqs. (26) and (33) for H,, * in terms of 5 and 17 we 
obtain 

H,,- = 
ib, - 0, 

(b,, f&e ) 

x WV+ 
[ 

h+Pm ib 

~~~~~ rL ( 
,-y/k 6, 

) I 
(34) 

m 

ib 
H - h+ao 

I=+ = (6 hf +bh- ) 

ib, - pm 
up0 e. rL 

With theaidofEqs. (31), (32), (34),and (35) wecan 
express E, B * in terms of g and q. Similarly, from Maxwell’s 
equations, we obtain the relation 

E,, = - (o,uo/p2) (m/rVi,,. (36) 

Combining Eq. (36) with Eqs. (34) and (35) allows 
E ,r+ to be expressed in terms of c and 17. The procedure 
outlined above enables us to calculate the average force ex- 
erted by the perturbed electromagnetic field on the electron 
beam. The radial and azimuthal components of this average 
force are defined”.” by the equations 

6% + voeB,z) = t[E,,+ + E,,- 

+ vo,@,z- $4,. 11, (37) 

(E,,) = $(E,,- + E,e+ 1. (38) 
Carrying out this procedure, we obtain the following 

expressions for the components of the average perturbed 
field: 

(E 
Ir 

+ vo,B,,) = ~oPoC~[ (cm/QJrL ) - &I 

(b/z+ +b,- ) 

X[(-$++r- bh+ i 

-+‘,- --h+ ,,I, (39) 

(Ew) = (b,Tyy ) [$ (-$ -4 
x(&t+ -bh- )g+‘j . 1 (@I 

Substituting Eqs. (39) and (40) into the equations of 
motion for the beam, Eqs. (23) and (24)) and taking the 
determinant yields the desired dispersion relation 

(6~ - mw, )*(w - mw, -w,)(w-mmw, +w,) 

wtm2 I-- . f- dc 2 
4y;: ( ) mm0 

(41) 

This is the same dispersion relation as the one derived by 
Briggs and Neil I2 We have written the equation in a differ- 
ent form which displays the longitudinal and transverse 
beam modes explicitly. Since the quantity (CD;/& ) is gener- 
ally small compared with unity, Eq. (41) is amenable to a 
perturbation solution. It is straightforward to reduce this 
equation to the dispersion relation obtained by Lau’ by as- 
suming w = mo, + SW. Lau showed’ that this equation de- 
scribes the negative mass, cyclotron maser, and diocotron 
instabilities which are all longitudinal modes of the beam. As 
pointed out by Lau,’ in the nonrelativistic limit, only the 
diocotron instability, which comes from the last term on the 
right-hand side of Eq. (4 1 ), remains. In the relativistic case, 
these longitudinal modes are the basis of the gyrotron. 

Let us now discuss the transverse modes which are given 
by 

u=mw, &w, f&o. (42) 

The upper sign is often referred to as the fast peniotron mode 
and the lower sign as the slow peniotron mode.13 It has been 
stated,z*‘6”7 that the transverse modes are stable in the ab- 
sence of wall losses. This is evidently the case for a nonreson- 
ant circuit. However, we shall now consider the transverse 
solutions when the circuit is resonant. 

The condition for the circuit to be resonant is 

b/,+ +bh- =O. (431 

Equation (43) is the dispersion relation for TE modes of 
a cylindrical waveguide. The derivation of the admittance 
functions bh + is given in Lau.6 For weak space charge we 
may use cou$ed mode analysis and calculate the correction 
to the “cold” beam and waveguide modes due to resonant 
interaction. Thus, in addition to Eq. (42)) we also assume 

w = w, + su, (4.4) 
where w, is the cutoff frequency of the TE waveguide mode. 
The dispersion relation, Eq. (43)) reduces to 

JI,(pr,) =O, (45) 
Thus, the cutoff frequency is given by 
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0, = (c/r, )x,, , (46) 
where x,, is the nth zero of J:, . 

Substituting Eq. (44) into Eq. (43), it is straightfor- 
ward to obtain the result6 

b h+ +b,,- ~a&~. 

The quantity a is given by 
(47) 

a =-f- (x:, - m2) 
J’, k,, > 

rL4 [J~(x,,rL/rw)]2’ 
(48) 

We note that since x:,,, > m2, a is positive definite. 
We are now in a position to obtain a perturbation solu- 

tion for the slow peniotron mode interacting with a resonant 
circuit wave. Returning to Eq. (41) we look for a solution 
given by Eq. (44) assuming the resonance condition 

mo, -o. =oc. (49) 
We may therefore replace w by mwc - w0 and b, + by 

- 6, _ except in the two resonant terms. The dispersion 
relation becomes 

Z *,rL (sw)2z -J& 
0 

(50) 

where6 

b h- =JmWLVJkWL). (51) 
Thus, the slow peniotron mode is unstable only when it 

is resonant with the TE circuit mode. This is in contrast to 
the gyrotron (longitudinal) interaction which is unstable 
even for a nonresonant circuit mode. In the nonrelativistic 
limit where fi, +O the slow peniotron instability still occurs 
whereas the cyclotron maser or negative mass instabilities 
disappear. 

To complete this section we obtain a solution when the 
fast peniotron mode is resonant with the circuit. We again 
look for a solution given by Eq. (44) with the resonance 
condition appropriate to the fast peniotron mode, 

mw, +w, =w,. 
For this case, Eq. (41) reduces to 

(52) 

d wL 
@d2=T au 

0 

.[l-E(l- ‘“I ‘) ,!?;)bh-12. (53) 

Clearly, the fast peniotron mode is always stable. 

IV. THE GENERAL DISPERSION RELATION 

In the previous section we discussed the special case of 
zero axial flow and perpendicular propagation. Under these 
circumstances the TE and TM modes decouple. We shall 
now consider the general case with azimuthal and axial flow 
and perturbations which vary axially in addition to radially 
and azimuthally. Thus, we assume all perturbed quantities 

vary as exp i(wt - kz - me). The equations of motion for 
the beam, Eqs. (IO)-( 12), now become 

(u--mw, -kvo,)21+wi$f& 
+i~o(d/?$)(~-mmwo -kv,,)q 

+ i~oPLPII “/20 (w - ma0 - kv,, lx 
= - W7fomo )(E,, + vOBBlr - v,,B,, A (54) 

(a - mw, - kvoz)2q - iw,(w - mu0 - kv,,)l 

+ Pd$ d (a - mw, - kv,, )‘,y 
=- (e~h+b )(E,, + v&,), (55) 

(w-m% -kvo,)2~+P&II/:(~-m~o -kvoz)2T 

- ifld,, ti% (w - mw, - kv,,, I{ 
= - (erf/d% )(E,, - voeB,,). (56) 

Since we shall follow the same procedure described in 
the previous section we have immediately introduced the 
average electromagnetic field acting on the beam in Eqs. 
( 54)-( 56). As before, this average field will be expressed in 
terms of the beam displacement variables with the aid of the 
boundary conditions and Maxwell’s equations. 

Using Eqs. (13), (14), (17), (18), (20), and (21) we 
write the boundary conditions for the general case, 

(f-f,,+ -HI,- ) = - i(w - ku,,)a,~ - ikuo,~o,/y, (57) 

H 1e+ -HI*- = i(w - mu,)u,~ 

- (~ovOrhL )G - im77), (58) 

E ief -EE,,- = (59) 

E II+ -E,,- = W,,/q 1 [k + (dc)P,, ] 5. (60) 
We use Maxwell’s equations to express E,, and H,, in 

terms of E,, and H,,. Thus 

E 1s = -_If_?E +i@po H’ 
p2 r ‘I p 129 (61) 

iwe0 
H,,= -- E’ -k!.?H 

p ” p2r 127 (62) 

where, 

p2 = (w2/c2) - k2 (63) 
and H ;,, E ;, again denote (d/dpr)H,, and (rS’/dpr)E,,, 
respectively. 

We note that E,e and H,* are made up of TE and TM 
components. We again follow Lau6 and introduce the wave 
admittances for a cylindrical waveguide for the TE and TM 
modes. For the TE modes we have 

b hzk = f W,,, /H;,. ). (64) 
The reader is referred to the reference by Lau6 for the 

derivation of the admittance functions. These functions con- 
tain the information concerning the propagation of the 
“cold” waveguide modes. For the TM modes, 

b e* = f (EL. /E,zk 1. (65) 

WiththeaidofEqs. (61), (62), (64),and(65),E,,and 
H,B can be expressed in terms of E,, and H,,. Equations 
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(57)-(60) can then be solved for H,, * , El, + as functions 
off, 7, and x. Carrying out this procedure, we obtain 

H lr* = 
ibfi*uo ( ibh,m [++;p,,) 

(4, + bh- 1 weoluoprL 

+p2 I+?,? 
( >I 6 

f to-- kvo,hTkuo,,y t 
1 

E (%P/@%O 
Irk = (be+ + b,- 1 I[ 

i U"+gb,, 
rL - p 

+~($+j 

mw,c2k ’ 
(0’ - c’k 2, > X 

k 

(66) 

+FP,, s )I 

(67) 

We are now in a position to express the average electro- 
magnetic field at the position of the beam in terms of 5, 7, 
andx. In order to do this, we must also express E,, and B,, in 
terms of E,, and H,, . Again, using Maxwell’s equations, we 
obtain 

El, = _‘kE;, -?!!??iH,,, 
P P’ rL 

B,, = (w,,uom/p2rL)El, - (ik,u,/p)H;,. (69) 

We may now use Eqs. (61), (62), and (64)-(69) to 
expressE,,. , NIB*, El,*, and Blr* in termsof{, T,and 
,y. Using these expressions we obtain the following results for 
the average electromagnetic field: 

(e&,mo )OL + ~$4~ - voz&) =a,,.4’+a,,rl+a1~1~, 
(70) 

(e~~~m~~~El~+~~,Bl,~=~21~+~22rl+~23~~ (711 

(eti&h)(& - voeBIJ =a316+a32~+a33~, (72) 
where 

ati = a; + a;. (73) 
The coefficients with a superscript e refer to the “cold” 

TM modes and those with superscript h to the cold TE 
modes, Thus, the average, perturbed electromagnetic field is 
determined by 18 coefficients. The values of these coeffi- 
cients are given in the Appendix. 

Substituting Eqs. (70)-(72) into Eqs. (54)-(56) we 
obtain the general dispersion relation from the determinan- 
tal equation: 

if? + &3:“/20 + a,, i~,Xd/rf; 1 + aI2 i~o%L$ 3/20 + aI3 
- io,W + a,, -2 

w + a22 ~2LV$ ti + a23 = 0, 

- 
iw+b$~L d + 4, ~j2fjllPI 74 + a32 

-2 
* + a33 

(74) 

where 

Zi=w-mw, -kv,,. (75) 
We shall not write out this dispersion relation explicitly 

since it is rather lengthy due to the complicated form of the 
ag’s, none of which are zero in the general case. For k = 0, 
V 0Z = 0 the TE and TM modes decouple as is well known and 
Eq. (74) reproduces the equation discussed in the previous 
section. In the general case the TE and TM modes are cou- 
pled. The dispersion relation given by Eq. (74)) in addition 
to describing this coupling contains, the gyrotron, CARM, 
peniotron, and HARP interactions. A full evaluation of this 
equation will require a numerical solution. However, it is 
possible to make further analytic progress by expanding in 
the space-charge parameter ID:/@;. 

Since the coefficients aq are all proportional to IB: we 
can approximate Eq. (74) by retaining terms up to WE. This 
means all terms either quadratic or cubic in the ati’s are ne- 
glected. 

V. THE TE AND TM DOPPLER-SHIFTED GYROTRON 
INTERACTIONS 

We begin this section by carrying out the procedure out- 
lined at the end of the previous section, Keeping only those 
terms which are linear in the coefficients (for tit/o; g 1) we 
can approximate the general dispersion relation by the form 
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1 

ZT2(Z2 -co;)- -z2cz,, 
?4 

--(~2+&v:y:)a,, 

m 

6 
- hoZff12 + iw,XG- 02, 

ti 

7/20 (Z2-u2)a -- 
tir: 033 

“Jo 
+ --p G2 - 4 )a23 

72 
+ --g-p”DI, (5’ - cd )a32. (76) 

Equation (76) contains both gyrotron and peniotron inter- 
actions for conditions of weak space charge. Let us first con- 
sider gyrotron interactions. In this case, we can simplify Eq. 
(76) further by setting Z = 0 on the right-hand side of this 
equation and also in the term (i-s2 - ui ) on the left-hand 
side, giving 

7-s g.-- 74 6 -- 
-ti 

/3a22 dd a33 +~PlfPLa2, 

“Jo + yiP@la32. 
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When the gyrotron mode is not resonant with either the TE 
or TM circuit wave then both TE and TM coefficients are 
required in Eq. (77). When the beam mode is resonant with 
one of these modes we may approximate the coupling term 
by one set of coefficients. 

A. The TE Doppler-shifted gyrotron interaction 

For the case of resonance between a TE mode and a 
gyrotron beam mode we neglect the effect of the TM fields 
which are then off resonance. This is the most unstable situa- 
tion since the off resonance fields will produce a stabilizing 
effect. For small enough values of the parameter CV~/O~ this 
procedure is justified. The required coefficients are (see the 
Appendix) 

h -CO: 
a22 = (b +k@,,)i$, (78) 

h+tbh-- d ’ 

ah - 
- cd; 

23 - (b,,, +b,- ) 

h - - lil: 

a32 - (b,,, +bh- ) 1/20 
"+(;- kfl,,)r,, (80) 

a:3 = 
- cd; r: k2rL p2 -- 

(bh+ fbh-) “/20 P ” 
(81) 

Substituting Eqs. (78)-( 81) into Eq. (77) we obtain 

O2 = - w~Bfpr,/(b,+ + bh- ). (82) 

For resonant beam and TE modes we may write 

W&w, 

b,, +b,- =ah6ch 
where 

(83) 
(84) 

( c2k ’ + G$ ) “2 (x2 Jl kw,z 1 ah = - 
pvpr, mm m2) [J:,(x,,rL/rw)-j2. 

(85) 
The dispersion relation given by Eq. (82) can now be written 

(SW)~E - w:flfpr,/a,. (86) 
This is in agreement with the dispersion relation obtained by 
Sprangle” [ Eq. (9a) of Ref. 111. It is also in agreement with 
Lau’ [ Eq. (96) of Ref. 61 except that we have neglected the 
nonresonant TM terms. The agreement with Ref. 11 is due to 
the neglect of the TE-TM coupling which is included in Eq. 
(77). 

B. The TM Doppler-shifted gyrotron interaction 

Let us now consider the situation where the beam mode 
is resonant with a TM mode. For this case, the required 
coefficients are (see the Appendix) 

al2 = 4 &&(+-k)l, (87) 
(be+ +b,- ) 6 p3rL 

a& = 4 f II m2 -~ 
(b,, +b,- ) r’, *P 

x(f$-k)(o--mw.--y), (88) 

az2 = d ji(l-?!$t)$.+k), 
(be, +be- 1 6 

(89) 

a;3 = 

Substituting Eqs. (87)-( 90) into Eq. (77) we obtain 

(be+ $,+ ) [$$(+-k) 

.,,,,5++~) 

-!c(l-Ef!J]. 

(90) 

(91) 

For resonant beam and TM modes we again use Eq. ( 83) for 
the beam mode and the analog of Eq. (84) for the TM mode, 
which is 

b ef -?-be- 2: -aLL,Sw, (92) 
where 

3 r [Jk,(vnm)12 ae = (c2k2+mf)“2LA 
ynmc2 rL J’, (y,,rL/r, 1 

(93) 

and ynm is the nth zero of the J,,, Bessel function. 
The dispersion relation for the TM Doppler-shifted gy- 

rotron interaction becomes 

(sw)3- -f [z(+-k) 

+2P,,Pl ;(+-k)(l-y) 

-%(I -F)j. (94) 

This dispersion relation is more general than the equa- 
tion obtained by Lau6 for Doppler-shifted cyclotron reso- 
nance. In Ref. 6, the perturbed radial force was neglected 
and the radial displacement was approximated. The present 
analysis treats both these effects exactly (within the confines 
of a linearized theory). Fliflet23 has also obtained a disper- 
sion relation for the TM Doppler-shifted cyclotron reso- 
nance but he also ignored the radial displacement. Neverthe- 
less, Eq. (94) is in agreement with Refs. 6, 11, and 23 and 
with Abubakirov” when the condition for grazing incidence 
is satisfied, namely uoZ = g v where vg is the group velocity of 
the circuit wave. At grazing incidence, 
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k = yII (w,/c)P,, =kg (95) 
when it is clear that the term (op,,/c - k) vanishes. The 
condition for grazing incidence is 

l/d = ?n2w;/wf. (96) 
With the aid of Eqs. (95) and (96) it can be demonstrated 
that the term ( 1 - mw,dp2c2) also vanishes at grazing in- 
cidence thus confirming the result that the TM instability 
disappears under these conditions. 

Vi. THE TE AND TM DOPPLER-SHIFTED PENIOTRON 
INTERACTIONS 

In this section we shall analyze the Doppler-shifted pen- 
iotron interactions under conditions of weak space charge, 
C&W; 4 1. We therefore start from Eq. (76) and specialize 
to the peniotron modes by utilizing the fact that Z2 - og =O 
for these modes. This enables the last three terms on the 
right-hand side of Eq. (76) to be neglected. Thus for penio- 
tron interactions the dispersion relation can be approximat- 
ed by 

ZT2(Z2-~~)~ -Z2a,, - (ti/~ti)G2+f~~~ti)=22 

- kh+q, + zk@(y2/~ )a,, . (97) 

A. The TE Doppler-shifted peniotron interaction 

For the assumed conditions of weak space charge, we 
neglect the TE-TM coupling and consider the two cases sep- 

I 

arately. For an unstable peniotron interaction the slow pen- 
iotron mode must be resonant with a circuit mode. We con- 
sider first the case of a resonant TE mode. Under these 
conditions we retain only the a; coefficients in Eq. (97). The 
required coefficients are (see the Appendix) 

a:, = @ :(m /flP)b,- b,, -E 
(bh+ -t-b,- ) P2rL 

(w - kv,,) - voe 

x[kjk+~B,,)+p2(l -T& z)] > (98) 

a& = id (bh+ -bh-)[m(=kfi,,)-,@ ,] 
2(bh+ +bh- ) p2rL c 

h - 
azl = 

id(bh+ -b,- 1 

2(&t, +b,- 1 

>I 

r’ --KM (w- kv,,), 1/20 wp2 

(loot 

h - --CO: 
a22 - (b,, +b,- ) d p 

?bi(~- /@,,)I. (101) 

Substituting Eqs. (98)-( 101) into Eq. (97) we obtain 

+ 0; “z+w;a; > 
rL [ WC) - W I, ] ’ 
p (b,, +bh- > ’ (102) 

If k = 0 and v,, = 0, Eq. ( 102) reduces to Eq. (41) apart from the nonresonant term proportional tow”, which has been 
neglected here. Let us now obtain the solution for the slow peniotron interaction for the general case k # 0, v,, # 0 by assuming 

z= --coo $-SW, (103) 
and assuming that the circuit mode is simultaneously resonant, i.e., 

b,, t b,- -0. (104) 
We may therefore replace b, + by - b, _ and Z by - o0 in nonresonant terms giving 

%(I -5)~+][$ic+;ql)+ 1 -s] b;- 

+(T-kf$)( (W’f2k2) -s+$+ I);&,- +(:-k/3,,)=]. (105) 

In Eq. (105) we have written (b,, + b,- )2:ahLh, Now the admittance function b, _ iS given by6 
where bh - = JmWLVJh(prL). (107) 

ah = 
( c2k ’ + mf ) “* (x2 J”, (x,, ) - 

p2c2prL nm m2) [J:,(x,,rL/rw)]z ’ 
For the fundamental mode (n = 1 ), b, _ is necessarily posi- 
tive. The right-hand side of Eq. ( 105) is then negative defi- 

(106) nite and the TE-slow peniotron interaction is unstable, with- 
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in this approximation. For higher harmonics (n > 1 ), b, _ 
could be negative, depending on the ratio rt/rw. The stabil- 
ity of these modes would then depend on this quantity. 

B. The TM Doppler-shifted peniotron interaction 

In order to discuss this case we retain only the a; coeffi- 
cients in Eq. (97) corresponding to a resonant TM mode. 
The required coefficients are (see the Appendix) 

(108) 

a;, = 
w: [ wdP,, - k ] PII c 

(be, +L 1 
Tw (be, -be- 1 

+(k+ffP,,);b,,b.-1, 

- 
a;, = 

io~(b,+ -be- 1 m 

2(be+ 
+b,-) --+ -k>3 (lo91 

a;, = 
io$ [ (dcM$ - k ] Y( m 2pc 41 -~ -- 

(be+ + be- ) [ d 2~’ w r~ 

- (k + tP”)‘b.+ - be- 11, 

az2 = 
& [ tdc)P~~ - k ] * ti m* --. 

(be+ +b,- ) ti p3rL 
(111) 

Substituting Eqs. ( 108)-( 111) into Eq. (97) we obtain 
the TM-peniotron interaction for weak space charge: 

-2 -2 

@ (@ -O’)= (b,, 

-(~+dB:)~(;P,, -k) 

- mZq, $(:P,, - k)]tb,+ -be- I). 
(112) 

Looking for the slow peniotron solution we again use 
Eq. ( 103) assuming simultaneous resonance with a “cold” 
TM mode, 

b c+ +b,- -0. (113) 
Proceeding as for the TE interaction we obtain the solu- 

tion 

where k, is the axial wave number for grazing incidence and 
is given in Eq. (95). 

InEq. (114)wehavewritten(b,+ +b,- )- -a&, 
where 

r”, rlu a, = (c2k2+mz)1’2-- [J:,(Ym)]* (115) 
Y,,,,,c* rL Jk (y,,rL/r, 1 

and ynm is the nth zero of the J,,, Bessel function. 
For k = 0, /?,, = 0 we note that 6w = 0. Ifp,, = 0 and k 

is nonzero, the interaction will be most unstable near an ex- 
tremum of J,,, (pr,. ) . This can be seen by noting the form of 
be- , which is6 

be- = Jk(pr,.)/J,,,W,). (116) 
In contrast to the TE interaction, b, _ can be of either sign 
for the fundamental mode (n = 1) . The growth rate for the 
TM-slow peniotron interaction is given by Eq. ( 114) and is 
evidently much more sensitive to the radial variation of the 
circuit mode. We note that the TM-peniotron instability 
also vanishes at grazing incidence. 

VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

The thin beam mode16~7~“-‘3*‘6~‘7 has been used to give a 
unified treatment of the electromagnetic instabilities that 
may occur on a relativistic electron beam in a uniform, exter- 
nal magnetic field aligned along the axis of a cylindrical 
waveguide. A general, self-consistent dispersion relation has 
been derived which is valid for arbitrary beam energy and 
arbitrary pitch angle. The effects of the beam space charge 
are included, which gives rise to the coupling of TE and TM 
modes. The analysis is restricted to weak space charge such 
that the self-fields are negligible in comparison with the ex- 
ternal magnetic field. However, we have shown that the self- 
fields due to the beam space charge and current enter the 
boundary conditions for the perturbed electromagnetic field 
with the result that all components of this field are discontin- 
uous at the position of the unperturbed beam. 

Radial displacement of the beam has been treated in 
addition to azimuthal and axial displacements. This feature 
enabled us to include simultaneously two general classes of 
interaction. The first refers to longitudinal beam modes for 
which the dominant displacement of the beam is within the 
beam. The second refers to transverse beam modes where the 
dominant beam displacement is in the radial direction, per- 
pendicular to the surface of the unperturbed beam. The for- 
mer interaction is the basis of the gyrotron while the latter is 
responsible for the peniotron device. 

The special case of zero axial equilibrium flow of the 
beam and perpendicular propagation has been considered 
first. This case reduces to the well-known gyrotron mode1.6*7 
However, we have also shown that the slow peniotron mode 
is unstable due to resonant interaction with a TE waveguide 
(circuit) mode. This is in contrast to previous statements 
that the transverse modes are stable in the absence of wall 
losses.‘2,16*‘7 It is significant that the gyrotron interaction is 
unstable even when the circuit mode is off resonant.6 

For azimuthal and axial equilibrium flow of the electron 
beam and for perturbations that vary three dimensionally, 
we have written the general dispersion relation in a form 
suitable for numerical solution. For weak space charge we 
have obtained a simplification of the general dispersion rela- 
tion by retaining only those terms up to first order in the 
space-charge parameter a’,/~:. This simplified dispersion 
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relation has been used to analyze Doppler-shifted cyclotron 
resonance of the beam with resonant TE or TM circuit 
modes for both gyrotron and peniotron interactions. The 
former case includes the CARM’8S’9 and the latter the 
HARP.*’ Analytic solutions for the growth rates for the 
four interactions have been obtained. We show explicitly the 
vanishing of the growth rates for the TM interactions for the 
condition of grazing incidence. The TM-peniotron interac- 
tion is evidently more sensitive to the radial variation of the 
circuit electromagnetic field. 

A judgement of whether the peniotron interaction could 
be a competitor to the gyrotron will presumably require a 
nonlinear treatment. However, one outstanding question 
which could be answered by a solution of the general disper- 
sion relation is the effect of TE/TM coupling on the 
Doppler-shifted cyclotron resonance gyrotron and penio- 
tron interactions with the circuit. The analysis presented in 
this paper has treated only the most unstable case by neglect- 
ing nonresonant terms. A numerical solution of the general 
dispersion relation will be presented in a future publication, 

Finally, it is worth noting that the inclusion of trans- 
verse displacements in the thin beam model makes it suitable 
for the study of relativistic magnetron interactions. The ad- 
dition of a periodic circuit characteristic of the magnetron 
would be expected to single out a particular azimuthal beam 
mode. 
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APPENDIX: DERIVATION OF THE COEFFICIENTS FOR 
THE PERTURBED ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD 

In this appendix we obtain the coefficients ati =a; + a; 
which define the average, perturbed electromagnetic field at 
the beam. The notation is explained after Eq. (73) in the 
main text. In order to derive the coefficients defined in Eqs. 
(70)-(72) we use Eqs. (64) and (69) to write 

(4, --UoeB,,) =+ [(l -~)(L +J%,+ ) 

% + UoeB,, - uo*~,e) 
=+[;(~,Q,, -k)(b,-E,,- -be+&+ 1 

-( 
_m_(+-vo,)-vo, 
P2rL > 

(B,,- +&+ 1 . 
I 

(A3) 
In order to obtain the explicit form for the ag’s, the final 

but rather lengthy step is to substitute Eqs. (66) and (67) 
into Eqs. (Al )-(A3). Starting with Eq. (A3), the result is 

a:, =u:(+-k)( +,, ; (be- -be+ 1 

+ [k+(wf%‘C)] r b b 
L e- et 

(b +b -)--I e+ e , 
P  

(A4) 

a:, = w; ~(co-kooZ) -v 
P2rL 

oe)[k(k++) 

-I-p’(l -$rL)] -$bh- bh+ 
x(b,,+ +b,- 1 -I, (AS) 

a;* = .&:(+-k)+b+ -be+) 
2 

xtb,, +b,- I-‘, C-46) 

a:* = -~~:[~(~-k~,,)-~~](~-k~,,) 

Xr, (bh- web,+ )(b,+ fbh- )-I* (A71 

aT3 =$u:(+-- k)r,(l -T- u~~~~2j) 

x(6,- -be+ )(b,+ +be- I-‘, (A8) 

a:, = -+:[;(;- W ,,) -Pi] 
Xk,$ (bh- -b,+ )(b,, +b,- 1-l. (-49) 

Next, substituting into Eq. (A2), we obtain 

4, =i&$-$-~(?!$-k)(~~ I Lk+(FjC)] 

x (be- -be+ ))(be+ + be- I-‘, (Al01 

(AlI 
h - 

a21 - 
iw2 & b-kvoz) 

2 a d UP2 
m[k(k++) 

Similarly, usings Eqs. ( 6 1 ), (64)) and (69)) we obtain 

(E,e+uo=B,,)=~[~(~P,, -+L +.%+I 

+ ib - kvOz 1 * 
P 

(A21 

With the aid of Eqs. (62), (65 ), and (68) we have 

+p’(l -zrL)](b,+ -bh- 1 
x(b,+ +b,- I-‘, 

as2 = 6~: .$z(+-krtb.+ +b,- I-‘, (Al2) 

ah - 22 - -&j-(~-kSii)l$(bh+ +b/,- I-‘, (4413) 
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a:, = ti$d~(+-k)(o-mwo 

mw c2k2 0 - 
(w2 - c2k 2, 

(be+ + be- I-‘, (A141 

a h - 
23 - -6.$~(~-k~,,)+(b,, +b,,- )-I. 

(A151 
Finally, substituting into Eq. (Al 1, we have 

xr,(b,- -be+ 1 (be, +be- I-‘? 1 (A161 

ah - 31 - 
-Lo2 “/:kvoo m 

o --?[k(k++) 

.3(11’ )] 
4 
-r, (b,, --b,- ) 
cm 

X(b,+ +b/,- I-‘, (A171 I4 R C. Davidson, H. W. Chan, C. Chen, and S. Lund, Rev. Mod. Phys. 63, 
341 (1991). 

a;2 =&$(I -~)~(,!3,, :--k) 

x(be+ +b,- I-‘, (A181 

a” - 32 - -o:$$@(~-k,+L(bh+ +b,- I-‘, 

(A191 

mwoC2k2 
w(w2 - c2k 2, 

) 

xprL(b,+ +b,- I-‘, (A201 

ah - --02 r: k2rL 
33 - (I ---fl;(b,, -tb,- ) --* 

0 
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